Morges, Switzerland; July 19, 2019 For Immediate Release
Spectrum Dynamics Medical announced today that its board of directors has appointed Gilad Yoeli the
new Chief Executive Officer of the company effective immediately as Michael Joos steps down after four
years in the role.
Gilad previously held the roles of Chief Financial and Operations Officer of Spectrum Dynamics. With over
12 years in the company his wealth of executive experience makes him an excellent choice to lead it
through this next growth phase. Other prior roles include Chief Financial Officer at CoreFlow, and Senior
Manager at Ernst & Young. Gilad graduated the University of Haifa with a bachelor’s degree in Economics
and has spent his career in roles of increasing responsibility giving him a great range of exposure and
leadership in business planning, medical devices, entrepreneurship, venture capital, and biotechnology.
Gilad has been a part of Spectrum Dynamics since the first commercial orders were received many years
ago and has been an integral part of the journey from start up to the current growth phase. “These are
exciting times for Spectrum Dynamics” Gilad said. “We are known to industry as the digital nuclear
medicine company having proven ourselves first with the D-SPECT® cardiac system and now the
VERITON® is showing its immense capabilities with unprecedented image quality and speed.” The
company remains singularly focused to deliver results. “We will become the number 1 player in the digital
detectors based multi purpose systems market, just like we did in the dedicated digital cardiac space. We
will introduce innovative imaging and therapy guiding applications enabled by this new technology. Our
focus has been and will continue be fulfilling our customer needs.”
“I am confident that Gilad will lead the company to great success and wish him best of luck”, said Yoel
Zilberstien, founder of Spectrum Dynamics Medical.
Spectrum Dynamics Medical. is a global leader in digital nuclear medicine with offices throughout the
globe Additional inquiries may be directed to media@spectrum-dynamics.com, or visit our website at
www.spectrum-dynamics.com.
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